When Marks Misses the Mark: A Proposed Filler for the “Logical Subset” Vacuum
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The discernment of the holding, or ratio decidendi, of a case can be exceedingly difficult to master.1 The task is hard enough when the relevant holding is to be found in a single judicial opinion. Thus, if lawyers find it challenging consistently and accurately to infer the legal rule from one opinion, it stands to reason that, a fortiori, they will be helpless to distill one rule of decision from multiple opinions. Yet that daunting task is precisely what lawyers must attempt frequently with the so-called “split decisions” of appellate courts, i.e., decisions in which a majority of the court’s voting members agree on a particular disposition, but cannot agree on a single rationale supporting that disposition. In the U.S. Supreme Court, the rule for several decades has been that

[w]hen a fragmented Court decides a case and no single rationale explaining the result enjoys the assent of five Justices, “the holding of the Court may be viewed as that position taken by those Members who concurred in the judgments on the narrowest grounds.”2

This is known as the Marks rule, from the eponymous case.

The Marks rule is useful when a decision’s “narrowest grounds” can be identified. When a decision produces many opinions of judges concurring in the judgment, under Marks the controlling opinion is that which (1) supports the result in the actual case, but (2) would reach that same result, in factually similar cases, in fewer instances than any other concurring opinion. Point (1) derives from Marks’s “concurring in the judgment” requirement, whereas point (2) comes from the rule’s “narrowest grounds” condition.

Courts have interpreted the “narrowest grounds” requirement as mandating a “logical subset” analysis,3 meaning that a given rule and rationale is a decision’s narrowest grounds if the rule and rationale would produce the same results (or “outcome set”)—e.g., “constitutional” or “unconstitutional,” “jurisdictional” or “not jurisdictional”—as the rule and rationale in another opinion concurring in the judgment, but in a smaller set of cases.4 An instructive example of the logical subset theory can be found within the context of constitutional scrutiny analysis. Assume that the Court upholds the constitutionality of a statute on competing grounds: one group of justices on rational basis, another on strict scrutiny. Because the “constitutional” outcome set of a strict scrutiny rule is wholly contained with the same outcome set of a rational basis rule (because every statute that passes strict scrutiny passes rational basis, but the converse is not true), strict scrutiny would comprise the Marks narrowest grounds for a decision upholding a statute’s constitutionality on competing strict scrutiny/rational basis reasons.

But what happens when none of the outcome sets of competing rationales is a logical subset of any other—if the competing outcome sets only partially overlap, such that one cannot say that a finding of constitutionality under Opinion X will necessarily lead to a finding of constitutionality under Opinion Y, or the converse?

The courts have developed several Marks supplements. One approach, which I term the “shifting majority” rule, looks to the opinions of all the judges on the court, including those in dissent, and affords binding authority to any proposition enjoying a majority of the judges’ votes, regardless of their position in the majority-dissent breakdown.5 Another approach, which I term the “fact-bound” rule, limits the holding of the decision to the precise facts (or nearly so) of the decision.6 Both of these supplements are unsatisfactory, and this article will demonstrate why those algorithms should be rejected, proposing in their stead a better Marks supplement, which I term the “majority of the majority” rule:

When the Supreme Court issues a decision and judgment in which no opinion garners a majority of the Justices’ votes, and in which no opinion authored by a Justice concurring in the judgment is a logical subset of any other opinion authored by a Justice concurring in the judgment, then the controlling opinion in such a case is that opinion concurring in the Court’s judgment joined by the greatest number of Justices.

This rule would offer clarity and ease of application, as well as consistency with the constitutional limits of the federal judiciary.

Most legal scholarship on split opinions takes one of two approaches. Addressing the issue descriptively, many writers identify reasons for why courts produce split opinions, and consider the value of split decisions, and their demerits.7 Others, addressing the issue prescriptively, offer Marks substitutes.8 This article proceeds along a different path. The point here is not to provide a substitute for the Marks analysis, but rather a supplement for when the Marks analysis is inapt. The Supreme Court has never addressed the issue, and there is no consistent answer supplied by the inferior federal courts.

Part I below provides a brief discussion of Marks and explains its application in the paradigmatic case of the logical subset opinion, while explaining that Marks, by its own terms, cannot be universal. Part II continues the argument by describing existing Marks supplements and explains why those supplements should be rejected. Finally, Part III sets forth the “majority of the majority” rule and defends it as the best available Marks supplement.

I. The Marks Rule and its Limits

As the Supreme Court stated in Marks, “[w]hen a fragmented Court decides a case and no single rationale explaining the result enjoys the assent of five Justices, ‘the holding of the Court may be viewed as that position taken by those Members who concurred in the judgments on the narrowest grounds.’”9 The Court’s opinion in Marks drew from language in Gregg v. Georgia, where the Court examined Furman v. Georgia, a case presenting a constitutional challenge to a Georgia death penalty statute.10
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A. An Explication of the Marks Rule

In *Furman*, five justices joined in the judgment of the Court and concluded that the death penalty as administered in Georgia was unconstitutional. The Court, however, split on the legal rule to support its conclusion. The two concurring justices contended that capital punishment is unconstitutional in all cases, whereas the remaining justices in the majority concluded only that the particular death penalty law at issue was unconstitutional—leaving open the possibility that other death penalty laws may pass constitutional muster. In *Gregg*, the Court anticipated the Marks rule through its reading of *Furman*:

Since five Justices wrote separately in support of the judgments in *Furman*, the holding of the Court may be viewed as that position taken by those Members who concurred in the judgments on the narrowest grounds....

In *Marks* itself, the Court was presented with the question of whether certain materials determined to be obscene by the lower courts enjoyed First Amendment protection. The Court concluded that the pertinent legal rule was to be found in its split decision in *Memoirs v. Attorney General of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts*, in which six justices reversed a lower court’s judgment that a novel deemed obscene was not protected under the First Amendment. Three justices in the *Memoirs* majority agreed with the lower court that obscene materials are not constitutionally protected; yet the same justices rejected as too lax the lower court’s standard for constitutionally unprotected obscenity. Two other justices in the *Memoirs* majority joined in the judgment on the grounds that, because the First Amendment protects obscenity however defined, the novel in question was constitutionally protected. A sixth justice concurred on the grounds that all forms of obscenity, save hardcore pornography, are protected under the First Amendment. The *Marks* Court concluded that the *Memoirs* three-justice rule—which imposes a heightened standard for regulation of obscenity—was the decision’s narrowest grounds and therefore the controlling rule of law.

B. The Limits of the Marks Rule and Marks Substituted/Supplements

The Marks rule works only where at least one opinion concurring in the judgment functions as a subset of the relevant outcomes of all other opinions concurring in the judgment. As the D.C. Circuit in *King v. Palmer* explained,

*Marks* is workable—one opinion can be meaningfully regarded as “narrower” than another Only when one opinion is a logical subset of other, broader opinions. In essence, the narrowest opinion must represent a common denominator of the Court’s reasoning; it must embody a position implicitly approved by at least five Justices who support the judgment.

...When, however, one opinion supporting the judgment does not fit entirely within a broader circle drawn by the others, *Marks* is problematic. If applied in situations where the various opinions supporting the judgment are mutually exclusive, *Marks* will turn a single opinion that lacks majority support into national law. When eight of nine Justices do not subscribe to a given approach to a legal question, it surely cannot be proper to endorse that approach with controlling force, no matter how persuasive it may be.

...King therefore recognized two related shortcomings with the Marks rule when applied in circumstances lacking a logical subset. First, the rule demands that one presume the other majority justices to agree, pro tanto, with the “narrowest grounds” opinion—which is unlikely if that narrower opinion would produce a result in a different case with which the remaining members of the majority would disagree. Second, and related, the rule would seem to produce anti-majoritarian results, where the views of one justice in the majority prevail in a subsequent case, even where the remainder of the Court in the original case would disagree with that justice’s rationale. King resolved the issue by disregarding Marks and limiting the relevant split decision analysis to the result reached.

1. From the Cases

Other courts, however, have found that the “fact-bound” rule, discussed in greater detail below, is unsatisfying. Those courts have adopted the aforementioned “shifting majority” rule, whereby the holding of a split decision is any proposition expressly or impliedly supported by a majority of the justices participating in the split decision. A recent decision to adopt that approach is *United States v. Johnson*, in which the First Circuit interpreted the Supreme Court’s split decision in *Rapanos v. United States*. In *Johnson*, the court was asked to decide which test for Clean Water Act jurisdiction under *Rapanos* is controlling: the test contained within the plurality opinion authored by Justice Scalia, or the test contained within the concurring opinion of Justice Kennedy? The *Johnson* court concluded that *Rapanos* is not susceptible to a Marks “logical subset” analysis, principally because Justice Kennedy’s jurisdictional test does not, purportedly, operate as a subset of the plurality’s test. The *Johnson* court went on to analyze the three principal *Rapanos* opinions—the plurality, concurrence, and dissent—concluding that, because the dissent would support Clean Water Act jurisdiction in every instance in which either the plurality or Justice Kennedy would find jurisdiction, a majority of Justices (although shifting) would support either test. Thus, *Johnson* held that both Rapanos majority tests are valid.

A similar approach was employed by the Third Circuit in *Student Public Interest Research Group of New Jersey, Inc. v. AT&T Bell Laboratories*, in interpreting the Supreme Court’s split decision in *Pennsylvania v. Delaware Valley Citizens’ Council for Clean Air*. In that case, the High Court held that enhancements to the lodestar for attorneys’ fees under the Clean Air Act, for assuming the risk of non-payment, were improper. A plurality of four Justices contended that such enhancements are always improper, whereas Justice O’Connor, concurring separately, argued that such enhancements are not always improper, but that they were in the case under review. The Third Circuit, applying *Delaware Valley*, concluded that, because the dissent in that case would have approved of enhancements generally—and because O’Connor approved of enhancements under certain circumstances—therefore a majority of *Delaware Valley* would hold that enhancements are proper if Justice O’Connor’s standards are met.

The Third Circuit’s approach is somewhat more controversial than *Johnson’s*, because in *Johnson* the First Circuit found the *Marks* inquiry to be unhelpful, whereas
in Student Public Interest Research Group the Third Circuit never discussed Marks, although it was arguably applicable. Under Marks, the “narrowest grounds” of Delaware would be Justice O’Connor’s opinion, but only for the proposition that, under the circumstances present in the case, enhancements are improper. Importantly, Marks would not authorize a rule from the other side of the Delaware coin, i.e., a rule that would affirmatively approve of enhancements where Justice O’Connor’s conditions are met. That conclusion is a function of Marks’s mandate that the interpreting court look to the opinions of the justices concurring in the judgment. Given that the judgment in Delaware was a reversal of the Court of Appeals’s authorization of enhancements under that case’s circumstances, a rule upholding enhancements under other circumstances, not before the Court, would be obiter dicta. Thus, the “shifting majority” rule produces on occasion the odd result of converting dicta into holding.

As noted above, another method that the courts have employed to interpret split decisions not readily susceptible to Marks is the “fact-bound” rule. Under that rule, the holding of the Court is the result reached.25 Like Marks, the “fact-bound” rule is more easily stated than applied. What is a case’s result? What are the relevant variables to the majority’s algorithm? What are the constants? A worthwhile case study of the “fact-bound” rule can be found among the appellate cases interpreting the Supreme Court’s decision in Eastern Enterprises v. Apfel.26 In Eastern Enterprises, the Court held that the retroactive application of the Coal Industry Retiree Health Benefit Act to Eastern Enterprises was unconstitutional. A plurality of justices, in an opinion authored by Justice O’Connor, held that the Act affected a taking, and reached that conclusion by applying the multi-factor regulatory takings test set forth in Penn Central Transportation Co. v. City of New York.27 Justice Kennedy, concurring separately, agreed that the Act was unconstitutional as applied, but contended that the result flowed from a due process, not a takings, analysis.28 Thus, the case presents a Marks supplement opportunity: Marks is not applicable because neither the plurality’s takings test, nor Justice Kennedy’s substantive due process test, is a logical subset of the other. Of the courts that have interpreted Eastern Enterprises, at least two have adopted a somewhat generous version of the “fact-bound” rule.29 Others have adopted a more cramped interpretation.30 No circuit court has adopted what one might term a “full” version of the rule, which in the context of Eastern Enterprises would mean that a statute is unconstitutional if it fails both the plurality’s and Justice Kennedy’s test.31

The principal shortcoming of the “fact-bound” rule is that it reduces the Supreme Court to a case-by-case adjudicator, and deprives its opinions of the sweeping character that is fitting for a court of last resort. Another demerit to the rule is that it encourages fractiousness. It is not surprising, then, that few commentators, to whose views we now turn, have found that substitute satisfying.

2. From the Commentaries

A number of commentators have offered Marks substitutes. Prominent among them is the “legitimacy model” offered by Ken Kimura.32 Kimura’s model operates on the convergence of two distinct characteristics to every split decision: the internal rule and the “majority” rule.33 The internal rule is essentially Marks’s narrowest grounds rule,34 but where identification of a decision’s narrowest grounds would end the analysis under Marks, Kimura would also require that the narrowest grounds (or internal rule) rule, before deemed a holding, must coincide with the “majority” rule, which Kimura defines as that rule which enjoys the assent of a majority of the Justices.35

Kimura uses Boos v. Barry to illustrate his model.36 In Boos the plaintiff challenged a District of Columbia ordinance that restricted the right to protest within 500 feet of a foreign embassy.37 The Court held that the ordinance violated the First Amendment as an impermissible content-based speech restriction, with the plurality contending that the exception for secondary-effects speech restrictions articulated in Renton v. Playtime Theatres, Inc.38 did not apply,39 and the concurrence contending that the Renton exception is never available for political speech restrictions.40 The dissent contended that the ordinance passed strict scrutiny, but did not discuss the Renton exception.41

Kimura argues that the legitimate holding of the case is that the Renton exception does not apply to political speech. That rule is consistent with the result reached in Boos (because if the exception were applicable to political speech then arguably the result would have been different, which in fact qualifies the rule as an “internal rule”) and enjoys the assent of a majority of justices in the Boos decision, the concurrence as well as the dissent.42 And, as implied from the foregoing, Kimura rejects the majority of the majority principle, in part because it requires that dissenting opinions be ignored.43

Mark Thurmon advocates what he terms “The Hybrid Approach,” a method which in fact is quite similar to Kimura’s.44 Thurmon differentiates between “persuasive” and “imperative” authority—(the latter is any point necessary to the result reached in a particular case that was assented to by a majority of the voting justices).45 He makes clear that the votes of dissenting justices can count.46 Persuasive authority is any other point, not supported by a majority of Justices; the persuasiveness of that authority is a function of the number of justices supporting the point, and whether they agreed with the judgment reached.47 The significance of persuasive authority for Thurmon is that, in the absence of contrary imperative authority, a point supported by persuasive authority becomes binding, even though (by definition) it is not a point supported by a majority of the Court.48

Linda Novak, in her analysis of the split decision problem, highlights the difficulties in ascertaining a decision’s logical subset, but nevertheless adheres generally to the Marks framework.49 Novak identifies the same disjunction as Kimura between a decision’s internal and majority rules,50 and finds the majority of the majority rule unconvincing because it converts the views of a “minority” of the Court into a holding.51 She does, however, acknowledge the “results” rule, whereby subsequent parties in substantially the same relation as parties to a split decision are bound by the result of that earlier decision.52

At least one commentator has argued for a return to the practice of seriatim decisions,53 commonly issued in the years prior to Chief Justice Marshall’s ascendancy,54 whereas another has advocated for an emphasis on “process values” to reduce the
likelihood of split decisions. Still other commentators argue simply to make the best of a bad situation, and extract from the current Marks disarray various benefits, such as the virtue of “percolation” of Supreme Court plurality opinions in the lower courts. Justice Stevens’s answer, most recently expressed in Rapanos, has found support in the academic literature, too, that any proposition garnering a majority of the votes of all participating justices (be they in the majority or the dissent), is binding on the lower courts.

But as far as I have been able to determine, only one commentator has advocated what I consider to be the only satisfying test, at least as a supplement to Marks: the “majority of the majority” rule.

II. A Marks Supplement: The Majority of the Majority

One shortcoming of the Marks alternatives discussed above is just that: that they are offered as replacements to Marks’s logical subset rule, rather than as supplements for the courts to apply when a logical subset opinion (or point) cannot be identified. Thus, the modesty of a majority of the majority rule is a significant plus. Another clear advantage of the rule is its consistency with the constitutional requirements of Article III, a benefit which many of the competing Marks tests, including Kimura’s and Thurmon’s, lack.

Before we address the constitutional implications of interpretive theories that rely upon the views of dissenting justices, however, it bears mention that, in order for any rule to operate as a valid supplement, it ought to be consistent with Marks itself, as well as Article III. Where this point arises is in the fact that Marks requires the split decision analysis to turn upon the views of the justices concuring in the judgment; obviously, the views of dissenting justices would not so qualify. Thus, the fact that the majority of the majority rule, by definition, looks only to the views of justices concuring in the judgment means that it can operate as an authentic Marks supplement, and not a substitute.

As for the constitutional limitation, the views of dissenting Justices can play no legitimate interpretive role in split decision analysis. The reason for this prohibition derives from Article III’s case or controversy requirement: federal courts are authorized to “speak the law” (jus dicere) only to the extent that the opinions they issue are tied to a judgment that resolves an actual “Case or Controversy.” Given that dissenting justices can have no influence on the Court’s disposition of an actual case or controversy, it follows that their opinions as to the controlling statement of the law, while stating their private feelings in separate opinions. Courts can achieve this result by adopting the rule that whenever a court is unable to write an opinion that a majority will support, the plurality opinion—the opinion that the most nondissenting judges vote for—shall become the official opinion of the court and shall be binding precedent for all lower courts until the ruling court declares otherwise.

The complaint so frequently heard—that the justice “concurring in the judgment” is able to make his opinion the law of the land, even though he is the only one on the Court to espouse that opinion—would effectively be answered. For, under the majority of the majority rule a potential “concurring in the judgment” justice would have little or no reason to write separately, if his views were to have no binding (or even persuasive) effect on the law. At most, such a justice would have no more reason for writing separately than would one dissenting.

CONCLUSION

Some decades ago, Judge Walter Gewin of the Fifth Circuit offered a tongue-in-cheek typology of concurring opinions which categorized them as “(a) excusable, (b) justifiable, or (c) reprehensible.” I have argued that, for constitutional, precedential, and instrumental reasons, the majority of the majority rule should be adopted as the go-to split decision hermeneutic when the Marks rule cannot be applied. Although “excusable” and “justifiable” concurrences will likely be with us until the end of the Republic, a Marks rule fortified by a majority of the majority supplement will likely rid us at least of Judge Gewin’s (c).
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